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• Japanese video game company

• Founded in 1889

• Initially produced playing cards

• In 2017 Nintendo released the Switch

• Hybrid game console

History
Brand



Vibrant
Innovative

Family-friendlyBrand Personality



Previous Ads



Questionnaire
12 RESPONDANTS

25 QUESTIONS
MANY INSIGHTS



1. Do you spend more time inside or outside? 
2. Based off what you answered, what activities do 
   you like to do?
3. How often do you spend time with friends?
4. How often do you spend time with family?
5. What are some recent hobbies you might have 
picked up over the pandemic?
6. Do you have kids?  
7. How old are your kids?
8. When you hang out with your kids, what 
   activities do you usually do together?
9. Do your children have children? 
10. If so, what do you usually do with your 
     grandkids?
11. Do your kids still live at home? 
12. How comfortable are you with technology?
13. What is your favorite part about technology?
14. How often do you use technology for 
     entertainment?

15. Have you ever played video games before? 
16. Do you remember which game(s) you played?
17. What is the first entertainment brand that 
     comes to mind?
18. What are your favorite entertainment brands? 
19. Would you describe yourself as an introvert or 
     an extrovert?
20. Do you remember which brand/game console 
     you used?
21. If you do play video games, who do you play 
     them with?
22. What type of games do you prefer?
23. What are the advantages/disadvantages of 
     video games?
24. Do you play phone games?  
25. Which apps do you use for games/
     entertainment? 



1. DO YOU SPEND MORE TIME INSIDE OR OUTSIDE?

25% Outside
33.3% Inside
41.7% Equal amounts

3. HOW OFTEN DO YOU SPEND TIME WITH FRIENDS?

Not often (0)
Often (6)
All the time (6)

4. HOW OFTEN DO YOU SPEND TIME WITH FAMILY?

Not often (1)
Often (1)
All the time (10)

2. BA SED ON YOUR ANSWER, WHAT DO ACTIVITIES DO 
    YOU LIKE TO DO?
(most popular answers)
Watch movies and TV, cook, travel and walk/hike.

5. WHAT ARE SOME HOBBIES YOU PICKED UP OVER 
    QUARANTINE?

(most popular answers)
New movies, games, puzzles and recipes.



9. WHAT DO YOU USUALLY DO WITH YOUR KIDS?

(most popular answers)
Play games, watch tv, travel, hike

7. HOW OLD ARE YOUR KIDS?

All between 20 and 30 years old.

8. ARE THEY LIVING AT HOME?

9.1% Yes
45.5% No
45.5% They’re in school

6. DO YOU HAVE KIDS?

91.7% Yes
8.3% No

10. DO YOU HAVE GRANDKIDS? 

72.2% Yes
27.3% No

11. IF YES, WHAT ACTIVITIES DO YOU DO WITH THEM?

(most popular answers)
Play with toys, games or go outside.



12. HOW COMFORTABLE ARE YOU WITH TECHNOLOGY?

(0) Not comfortable
(1) Comfortable
(11) Very Comfortable

13. HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE TECHNOLOGY FOR 
     ENTERTAINMENT?

0% Never
83.3% Sometimes 
16.7% All the time

14. WHAT IS THE FIRST ENTERTAINMENT BRAND THAT 
COMES TO MIND?

(most popular answers)
Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, Apple

15. WHAT ARE YOU FAVORITE ENTERTAINMENT 
     BRANDS?

(most popular answers)
Apple, Disney, Netflix, Tik Tok

16. FAVORITE PART ABOUT TECHNOLOGY?

41.7% Convenience 
25% Connections 
33.3% Knowledge



18. HAVE YOU EVER PLAYED VIDEO GAMES?

83.3% said yes.

17. ARE YOU MORE INTROVERTED OR EXTROVERTED?

41.7% Introvert
41.7% Extrovert
16.7% Both

19. DO YOU REMEMBER WHICH GAMES YOU PLAYED?

Half of life, Super Mario, xBox, Playing cards or 
teaser,  Pacman, Football, Pacman, Wii, Command & 
Conquer: Red Alert and Imperium Romanum

20. DO YOU REMEMBER WHAT BRAND YOU USED?

xBox, Atari, Modeal of honor, mobile phone, computer, 
PC (x2), Switch

21. WHO DO YOU PLAY VIDEO GAMES WITH?

(2) Alone
(10) With family



22. WHAT GENRE OF GAME DO YOU PREFER?

41.7% Family-friendly, 25% Puzzles, 16.7% Adventure.

23. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF GAMING?

A: Fun with family, mental stimulation, leisure time
D: Bad for eyes, controllers sometimes difficult

24. DO YOU PLAY ON YOUR PHONE? 

50% yes, 50% no

25. IF YES, WHAT APPS DO YOU PLAY?

UNO, spider solitaire, poker games, thunderbolt, card 
games (x3), brain teasers



of Baby Boomers have

have grandkids and will

of Baby Boomers will play

prefer family-friendly video

84%

73%

75%

42%

played video games before

often play games with them

video games with family

games, then puzzles
Summary of Results



source of respondents 
favorite and most familiar 
entertainment brands

believe video games are70% good for them

FILM & TV
feel comfortable12/12 using technology

have played video10/12 games with family before
Summary of Results



The
Gaming Industry



Estimated $180.1 
billion in revenue 
by 2021.

Around 60% of 
Americans play 
video games 
every day.

70% believe video 
games have a 
positive influence 
on children.

Source: www.techjury.net/blog/video-game-demographics/#gref

Market Insights

1 2 3

Market Research



Baby Boomers
& Gaming

Market Research



Older adults believe 
video games provide 
mental stimulation, 
challenge and fun.

44% of aged 50+ 
adults are playing 
games at least once 
a month .

Video games 
decrease cognitive 
impairment.

The senior citizen 
gaming community 
rose from 40.2 
million in 2016 to 
50.6 million last year.

Market Insights

1 2 3 4

Source: https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171206141648.htm

Source: www.statista.com/statistics/557280/main-reasons-video-gaming-seniors-usa/

Market Research



From this we gathered

Top reasons older adults play video games are: increased mental stimulation, 
decrease in boredom, and family fun

The primary reason older adults are playing video games is to spend quality 
time with grandkids.

Older generations are opening up to the idea of  playing video games.

Market Research Summary



Insights

Video games are an integral part of 
American culture.

Older generations are opening up to the idea of  
playing video games.

Top reasons older adults play video games are: 
increased mental stimulation, decrease in boredom, 
and family fun

The primary reason older adults are playing video 
games is to spend quality time with grandkids.

Market Research Insights



SWOT
SWOT Analysis



strengths

opportunities

weaknesses

threats

BROAD VARIETY OF GAMES
Action, adventure, puzzles, strategy games, role-
playing, races, sports, and educational

HIGH BRAND AWARENESS
Over 130 years in gaming

VERSATILE CONSOLES
Anyone can play the Switch (from 4 to 94 years)

HIGHER PRICES

GRAPHIC DISPLAY
Xbox One, Ps4, and PC have higher resolutions

DRIFT PROBLEM
Long-term use of controller can cause malfunction

ONLINE ACCESS
Consumers must pay an additional $20/year to access online 
services (multiplayer, cloud saves, & retro games)

COMPETITIVE INDUSTRY 
The game industry is highly competitive (PS4, Xbox one, 
Steam Platform (PC))

MOBILE & FREE GAMES ARE TRENDING

LONGER RELEASE CYLES
Consumers are eager for new Triple-A games, but new 
games in the Switch game store have a longer release cycle

WELL KNOWN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTIES
Benefit the development of Switch

COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER BRANDS
Many opportunities for collabs with various brands (ex. 
collab with Universal Studios to complete the Super 
Nintendo theme park) 

REGULAR GREAT DEALS

EASILY PORTABLE & LOTS OF FAMILY-FRIENDLY GAMES

SWOT Analysis



Target
Audience



ages 56-74
population est. 73 million
average revenue 75K

TARGET AUDIENCETarget Audience



Target
Personas



social enthusiast

JANE PETER DAVID

family man original gamer
the the the 

Personas



Jane used to work as a primary school teacher 
before retiring four years ago. She is an active 
individual, and now spends her free time 
going outside, trying out new recipes she 
finds on Pinterest, and playing games with 
friends. Her husband, Steve, used to work as a 
programmer, and so she is comfortable using 
technology. She mostly uses her smartphone, 
tablet and kindle, but she has also played 
video games a couple times with her son Ben 
who lives a few streets away. She really values 
family time, maintains a healthy social life, 
loves and trying new things. Tablet

Kindle
Smartphone

FACEBOOK

PINTEREST

INSTAGRAM

JANE
Primary School Teacher,  Age 58

FAVORITE SOCIAL PLATFORMS

MOST USED DEVICES

FAVORITE BRANDS

The 
Social Enthusiast

PERSONAS



POSITIVE
EXPERIENCE

NEGATIVE
EXPERIENCE

Jane’s son comes over 
excited about a new game 
coming out on the Switch 
and tells her all about.

After Jane’s son leaves, 
Jane decides to look into 
the game online for 
details about when it will 
be released. 

She reads online it will be 
released this week and 
decides to preorder it for 
Ben since his birthday is 
also coming up.

The next day Jane is scrolling 
through Instagram and sees a 
sponsored ad for Nintendo Switch. 
She also sees another ad for the 
Switch on her Pinterest feed later in 
the day while she looks for a recipe 
for dinner;

Jane reads reviews online and 
on the app store for the next 
couple of days because the 
game console is not cheap, and 
she wants to make sure it’s 
worth it.

Jane purchases the Switch and 
picks a delivery time that will arrive 
around the same time as the game. 
She also buys Club House Games 
because it includes 51 classics that 
she is familiar with and loves to 
play in her free time.

The Switch gets delivered and Jane 
begins to use it to play cards and 
chess instead of using the old 
version on her desktop.

Her son comes over and she 
surprises him with the new game 
he had been wanting. They play 
for an hour before they switch to 
Four in a Row and Mancala on 
the Club House Games that 
Jane just purchased as well. 

After seeing multiple ads pop 
about the Switch, Jane decides to 
look into the Switch for herself 
and thinks it would be nice to 
have her own controller to play 
with her son.

Initial Curiosity

NATURAL

Serious Consideration Purchase Experience Results

Jane’s Journey Map
Primary School Teacher, Age 58



social enthusiast

JANE PETER DAVID

family man original gamer
the the the 

Personas



Before retirement, Peter used to be a 
professional athlete. He now lives with his wife 
and two dogs. Both their kids have moved out, 
but on weekends they will come back to their 
parent’s place for dinner and to watch games. 
Peter is comfortable with technology, and 
his kids make sure he stays up-to-date with 
new devices. He loves their Google Home and 
uses YouTube to watch sports clips. He plays 
NBA 2K with his son but has been searching 
for family-friendly video games so the whole 
family can play together. During his free time, 
Peter likes to exercise, watch TV, and grill.  

FACEBOOK

YOUTUBE

TWITTER

Smartphone

Laptop
Google Home

PETER
Retired Athlete,  Age 64

FAVORITE SOCIAL PLATFORMS

MOST USED DEVICES

FAVORITE BRANDS

The 
Family Man

PERSONAS



Peter is rewatching 
sports clips on YouTube 
of a NBA game that 
happened a couple 
nights ago.

An advertisement for the Nintendo 
Switch comes up before the next clip 
starts playing. Peter vaguely thinks 
to himself that it looks like it’d be 
something for him and his family to 
potentially play on weekends they 
visit. 

Peter finishes watching the 
recaps of the game and 
decides to go on Facebook 
to see if he has any 
notifications.

While on Facebook, Peter sees 
another advertisement for 
Nintendo Switch and his 
interest about the game 
increases.

The next day Peter calls his son and asks 
him about the Switch. His son tells him many 
of his friends have the game and play it 
constantly. His son also has played with the 
Switch many times and tells Peter the 
controller is very easy to use.

He decides to look into the game 
and starts reading through 
reviews online and in the app 
store. He is tempted to buy it 
because he already owns 
controllers and other game 
systems, but wants to ask his 
son first.

Initial Curiosity

NATURAL

POSITIVE
EXPERIENCE

NEGATIVE
EXPERIENCE

Serious Consideration Purchase ExperienceR esults

Peter purchases the 
Switch and he and his 
family play multiplayer the 
following weekend when 
his son and daughter come 
up to visit. The whole 
family loves it. 

The controller is straightforward and 
easy to use, and the family-friendly 
games are just what his wife and 
daughter needed to become 
convinced to join in a play. Game 
night using the Switch has become 
extremely popular in Peter’s 
household, and he will even play by 
himself sometimes during the week.

Peter’s Journey Map
Professional Athlete, Age 64



social enthusiast

JANE PETER DAVID

family man original gamer
the the the 

Personas



YOUTUBE

FACEBOOK

WHATSAPP

David lives in a retired community. He spends 
time with his neighbors, and his daughter and 
grandson. His neighbors often come over for 
game night during the week. When David was 
younger, he worked at a game company and 
helped develop classic arcade games. Because 
of his past, David is always interested in the 
developing industry. He also enjoys playing 
family-friendly games with his grandson. 
For his last birthday, his family gave him a 
portable game console. David loves the gift 
and has been trying to convince his neighbors 
to get a Switch, too.

Smartphone
Laptop

Portable Game Console

DAVID
Retired Game Developer,  Age 70

FAVORITE SOCIAL PLATFORMS

MOST USED DEVICES

FAVORITE BRANDS

The 
Original Gamer

PERSONAS



POSITIVE
EXPERIENCE

NEGATIVE
EXPERIENCE

Initial Curiosity

NATURAL

Serious Consideration Purchase Experience Results

David is watching TV shows, and 
Nintendo's TV commercials have 
attracted the attention of him. 
Nintendo with multiple functions 
(home console & portable 
device), and the wonderful game 
scenes have attracted him.

Peter started browsing Nintendo's 
official website. Peter notices many 
games he is interested in. But, the 
price of the Nintendo Switch ($299) 
made him hesitate.

In the next few weeks, David 
began to consider whether to buy. 
And often saw product ads in 
various media.

Finally, David again to search for product 
information. And comparing the selling 
prices on various retail websites. David 
unexpectedly knows that Nintendo will have 
a discount in a few weeks. So he decided to 
wait for it.

After three days, the customer received the 
product. David was delighted with the 
shopping experience. (The fast shipping 
and great deals price)

Since David is not familiar with the 
operation of the Switch, he needs to 
ask customer service to help. David is 
so happy with it.

David shares photos with 
friends on social media. Make 
many positive comments 
about Nintendo Switch on 
social media.

Purchase the product 
again as a birthday gift 
for grandchildren.A few weeks later, David purchased 

the Nintendo Switch with a discount 
(269$) on the Official Website.

David’s Journey Map
Retired Game Developer, Age 70



Media
Choices



1. Ad placement in 
frequently visited areas 
by Baby Boomers (malls, 
grocery stores)

2. Ad placement on outdoor 
billboards

1. Ad placement in 
frequently visited areas 
by Baby Boomers (malls, 
grocery stores)

2. Ad placement on outdoor 
billboards

1. 95% of Baby Boomers 
regularly use email.

2. Baby Boomers will 
read through emails.

OOH Ads

Pop ShopEmail

Media ChoicesMedia Choices



1. 68% of Boomers watch 
YouTube  for entertainment.

2. 1 in 3 Boomers saying they 
use YouTube to learn about 
a product/service.

YouTube

1. 82% of online Boomers 
have at least one social 
media account.

2. Facebook is the favored 
platform and 75% are 
on the platform.

Facebook

1. Baby Boomers trust print.
2. They devote nearly 3 

hours/week to reading it.

Print Ads



Creative Brief

Copy Options (Headlines & Taglines)

MoodBoard

Type Study

Final Deliverables
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Creative
Brief



Background/Overview

Nintendo is a Japanese video game company founded in 
1889, and entered the industry in the 1970s when they began 
to release game consoles into the market. 

In 2017, Nintendo released a new console called the “Switch,” 
which has become very popular due to its portability and 
battery life. 

Nintendo has always been extremely popular for young 
people; however, in recent years, the senior citizen gaming 
community has continued to rise from 40.2 million in 2016 
to 50.6 million last year. Further, the industry is expected to 
reach $180.1 billion in revenue by 2021. Therefore, Nintendo 
needs to take advantage of the opportunity and will pay 
more attention to baby boomers.

The Brief



Advertising Objective

Tone of Campaign

To expand Nintendo Switch into the baby 
boomers market. Nintendo Switch gives 
baby boomers the focus needed and to 
add vibrant color to their life.

Inspirational
Family-friendly
Happy
Nostalgic
Creative

The Brief



• Baby boomers ages 56-74 (Retired; Living with children; Regularly 
play with grandchildren; Close with neighbors and friends)

• In the 70s and 80s, Baby Boomers who were interested in 
Nintendo or owned Nintendo game consoles (Nostalgic)

• Baby Boomers living retirement communities (Neighbors and 
game nights)

• Baby Boomers staying at home during Covid-19

Target Audience

The Brief



Opportunity

• The number of senior citizen gamers is gradually rising
• Well known intellectual properties(IP), which benefit the development of switch
• Many opportunities for collabs with various brands (ex. Collab with universal 

studios to complete The Super Nintendo Theme Park) 
• Regular great deals in Nintendo Switch shop
• Easily portable & lots of family-friendly games

The Brief



Competition

Our Strengths

Mobile device SONY PlayStation 4 Xbox one Steam (Pc)

• Over 130 years of brand history. 
• Nintendo gained recognition in the 1970-80s, even with baby 

boomers.
• Switch is a hybrid console. It can be used as a home console or 

portable device. Paly anywhere and anytime.
• Games are more suitable for Baby Boomers.(e.g. Family-

Fridendly, Logic, Sports, Casual Game, etc.)



Strategy Statement

CONVINCE THAT BECAUSE SUPPORT

Baby 
Boomers

(ages 56-74)

The Nintendo 
Switch is a 
great game 
to play with 

family

It is family-
friendly and the 
controllers are 
easy to learn

Video games have 
proven they are a 

great way to socialize, 
relax and provide 

mental stimulation 

The Brief



Brainstorming
Copy



• Family, Friends, or Alone. Switch anytime,
    anywhere, with anyone.
• Work is over. Now “Switch” to leisure time.
• Now, Make the Switch!
• Switch your life “ON”
• Back to the 1980s
• It’s game time, Boomers.
• Not over yet, Switch it. (Life not over yet. Let’s Switch it.)
• Nintendo Switch my life.
• Extraordinary fun for all, including you.
• Nintendo — with you when you are alone.
• Share moments. Shared moments with your family. Shared 

moments with your friends.
• Awaken your childhood.

Copywriting Headlines



• Switch up your life
• Switch to Nintendo and switch on great memories with your family
• Switch on excitement
• Switch on adventure in your life
• Switch family time ON
• Play the way you want, with the people you want
• Play on-the-go together
• Switch to a new type of entertainment
• Switch to the better play
• Make the Switch. Add excitement to game night
• Make the right move. Switch to Nintendo.
• The next move is yours; however you want to play.
• Discover your next move. Switch to Nintendo.

Copywriting Headlines



Switch Family Mode On

Discover your next move with Nintendo.
Hundreds of family-friendly games are waiting.

Upgrade game night and SWITCH to Nintendo. An endless variety 
of classic and new games are waiting to be explored. From board 
games like Monopoly to fan favorites such as Mario Party, there 
are hundreds of games to choose from. Find your way to play and 
make the SWITCH.

Main Tagline and Subheaders



Mood Board



Type Study

FF Mark Pro

ABCDEFGHI
JKLMNOPQ
RSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
abcdefghigklm
nopqrstuvwxyz ONLINE

Nintendo Switch Online

Compare

Type Study



Type Study

Museo Sans Cyrl 300
Compare

ABCDEFGHI
JKLMNOPQ
RSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
abcdefghijklm
nopqrstuvwxyz

Nintenfo Switch is designed to fit your life, transforming from home console to 
portable system in a snap.

Three modes in one

Type Study



Final Deliverables

2 Store Ads
1 Instructional Manual Video 

1 Facebook Video

2 Magazine Ads
3 Mall Ads
2 Email Ads

1 YouTube Video

1 Pop-up Shop



Store Ads





Store Ads





Print Ads





Print Ads





Mall Ads





Mall Ads





Mall Ads











Pop-up Shop Wall

Roll-up Banner

Pop-up Shop Desk



Pop-up Shop



Instructional Ad




YouTube Video Ad




Instagram Carousel Ad



Facebook Page Mock-up



Facebook Carousel Ad



Facebook Video Ad




Thanks for Watching!




